
WRITING BAD CHECKS

When bad checks bounce, you may face fees, potential legal trouble, and other problems. Here's what you need to
know before writing a check.

Attorney Rosensteel Fleishman are top notch attorneys and they have your best interest at heart. This article
has been updated. Thank you so much for a smooth experience. About the Author Stephanie Mojica has been
a journalist since and currently works as a full-time reporter at the daily newspaper "The
Advocate-Messenger" in Kentucky. Try them today, you won't be sorry Fleishman again. If you receive legal
notices, contact a local attorney to find out what options and risks exist. If you need a good firm that will treat
you like family this is the one. Thanks for your patience. Contact the check writer. Sometimes bouncing
checks can cost you a job â€” or cause you to be prosecuted and arrested. I would be making these efforts to
try an prevent being reported to check systems, etc. These are private, for-profit companies that are in the
business of collecting on bad checks. What Is a Bad Check? Criminal Penalties The severity of being
convicted of this crime depends on how the crime is defined under state law. Collectors may be aggressive ,
but jail time is probably not the first outcome. So even if a person makes a deposit, he or she may still face
bounce fees for every transaction that the bank processes before processing the deposit, which may not now be
enough to put the account back in black given all of the additional fees. I am worried the check will not have
sufficient funds. Write a letter to the person who passed you the bad check. Financial institutions[ edit ] When
a bad check is drawn, the check writer may be charged a fee by their own financial institution. If the check
amount exceeds certain thresholds, the crime may be treated as a felony. I highly recommend using this firm.
If this continues, or if your employer balks, you may have to go to the Department of Labor for help or to file
a complaint. So, what happens if you write a bad check? It's better to be proactive and delay the cashing of the
check, rather than risk getting charges from both your bank and payee. They will take time to understand your
situation and guide you from there. Your bank also charges fees for bad checks. They can sue you and take
you to court, and if they are successful, get a judgment. A bounced check typically becomes a criminal matter
when the person who wrote it did so intending to commit fraud like writing several bad checks in a short
timeframe. They are new to this area and the check is from an out of state bank. The law assumes that a person
operates as a reasonable person and reviews statements and has an active knowledge of how much is in an
account. The first thing to do is to contact the person who wrote the check and inform them it bounced. Its not
like I meant to bounce it.. Those reports are used primarily when consumers open checking accounts, not
when they apply for loans. At that point, your bank verifies if you have funds available in your account to
complete the payment. The action that is taken may be a civil collection action or lawsuit, or seeking criminal
charges, depending on the amount of the check and the laws in the jurisdiction where the check is drawn. This
fee applies to each bounced check. I was in an accident last year and ended up having a lot more pain than I
could have anticipated. People who write bad checks are normally charged fees by their banks and may be on
the hook for any fees incurred by the payee. In order to avoid these consequences, it is important to understand
the crime of writing a bad check and any defenses to it.


